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The Current Pandemic Has Echoes of Emergencies Past

At first, state health officials advised us to cover our nose and mouth with bandanas when we went outside. Then they told us to wet the bandanas, then came a wear-nothing command. And, finally, the advice was to just stay inside. The reality was no one really knew what was best. It was May 18, 1980, in Spokane, Wash., the day Mount St. Helens erupted and rained several inches of thick, very fine, gray ash on my college graduation ceremony.

I’ve been struck by some of the similarities of that event with the current pandemic. The eerie quietness. The empty grocery store shelves. The disappointment of events canceled. The frustration of being confined to your home. The uncertainty of what lay ahead. It was a confusing time with conflicting information on what to do with all the ash, and what all the ash might do to us.

Still, the scope of that natural disaster 40 years ago pales in comparison to what we face today. COVID-19 is like no other. In this issue, we discuss how it has affected legislatures and how they have responded.

We look at how policy areas and elections have been altered, perhaps permanently.

And we introduce you to some of the heroes among us—fellow lawmakers and staff who are nurses and doctors working on the frontlines against the coronavirus. We know we’ll get through this pandemic, as the TV ads continually remind us. So, we’ve included a few non-COVID-19 topics as well, along with a nod to all the hardworking legislative staff, highlighting a few of you in a Legislative Staff Week special section. And, we bring this issue to you as a digital and PDF edition, only keeping an acceptable social distance, always.

—Julie Lays

QUARANTINE DAYS
Despite Our Losses, Americans and NCSL Are Adapting

Throughout this COVID-19 pandemic, I’ve noticed how Americans and our institutions have responded quickly by innovating and adapting. Even though it seems to many that we are sometimes living these quarantine days in slow motion, the pace at which American institutions, and the American people, pivoted to combat the threat has been truly remarkable.

Despite the awful loss, pain and suffering that the virus has caused for too many in the United States and around the world, I believe that we will look back and marvel at how we responded:

• Our health care system focusing all its knowledge and effort on treating the afflicted.

• The scientific community working to understand and address the new viral threat.

• Teachers finding creative ways to keep children engaged through distance learning.

• Parents, who are pivoting so often they are spinning, trying to manage working from home, supporting learning and keeping everyone safe and fed.

• Grocery stores reinventing the shopping experience to keep customers safe.

• Small businesses innovating to keep as many people employed as possible.

• Businesses, large and small, shifting operations to produce ventilators and other vital medical equipment.

The list could go on and on. Everyone has had to adapt, and most have done it with grace and resolve. Could it have been even better? Sure. Yet, the way Americans have risen to the crisis has been phenomenal, and that’s led to hundreds of thousands of lives saved.

NCSL’s pivot has been not so much about what we do as how we do it. Yes, we’re working from home and often playing leading or supporting roles in the efforts listed above. But our work remains the same: supporting legislators and staff as they focus their attention on the critical role legislatures are playing in this crisis. I’m incredibly proud of the way NCSL staff have stepped up. It’s been remarkable, and we know that legislators and staff from every state have noticed because engagement and compliments have skyrocketed.

NCSL staff innovated and rallied to produce resources and programs in record time. They were in constant contact with legislative leaders, chairs, rank-and-file members, staff and others to provide up-to-the-minute research, programs and information. In April, NCSL held more than 180 webinars related to COVID-19 on public health, the economy, workforce, education, energy and several other topics. The number of legislators, staff and others participating in these programs has gone up and up and up. We were one of the very first policy organizations to put together webpages on COVID-19. In about a month’s time, the “NCSL Coronavirus (COVID-19) Resources for States” page logged more than 1.4 million visits.

NCSL out hustled most news organizations the night the U.S. Senate passed the big stimulus bill. By the time the vote closed, NCSL had a full summary of the bill and what it meant for states on our website and out to our members, well ahead of news alerts merely skimming the bill’s highlights from CNN, Fox, Politico and others. The webpage had tens of thousands of visits the next day.

NCSL will continue to work hard to provide research and information for legislators. And, like all Americans, we will continue to react, innovate and adapt to the unprecedented world we find ourselves in.

—Tim Storey

From the Editor

From the Director
We’re With You.

T-Mobile is delivering 5G nationwide.

T-Mobile appreciates the hard work of state legislators and their staff to address the needs of their communities, especially during this unprecedented public health challenge. As we weather the COVID-19 crisis and look to the future, it is important that our country promotes connectivity in rural and underserved communities.

T-Mobile is here as a partner to state and local governments, providing relief and a reliable network to communicate with family and friends and to facilitate virtual learning, telehealth, and other essential services while we are physically distanced.

Following the close of our merger with Sprint on April 1, T-Mobile is better equipped than ever to keep American families and businesses connected. As a stronger competitor leveraging Sprint’s mid-band spectrum, we will deliver on our commitment to deploy a broad and deep nationwide 5G network and the services that come with it.

We are rapidly integrating Sprint’s assets into our existing network, and we’re already delivering benefits to communities across the country:

- **5G For All.** T-Mobile’s transformational, nationwide 5G network and services will supercharge U.S. innovation and leadership by connecting people throughout the country, from rural America to urban centers. Within six years, T-Mobile will provide 5G to 99% of the U.S. population and average 5G speeds in excess of 100 Mbps to 90% of the U.S. population.
- **Lifting Up Communities Nationwide.** T-Mobile’s business plan is built on covering 90% of rural Americans with average 5G speeds of 50 Mbps, up to two times faster than broadband on average.

Keeping Americans Connected When It Matters Most. To address the urgent needs of American communities, we launched T-Mobile’s lowest-priced plan ever—[T-Mobile Connect](https://www.t-mobile.com/connect)—on March 23. We’ll launch our [Connecting Heroes](https://www.t-mobile.com/connecting-heroes) initiative to help low-income households without access to affordable broadband service to any residential or small-business customers because of their economic circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic. You can find the latest on our [COVID-19 response here](https://www.t-mobile.com/covid-19).
Newsmakers

“I can’t think of a better use for a rainy day fund.”
West Virginia Senate President Mitch Carmichael (R) on allocating money to cover projected revenue shortages caused by pushing back the state tax return filing deadline, from wvnews.com.

NCSL’s Child Welfare Program Picks Up National Award
When the National Foundation to End Child Abuse and Neglect announced a contest calling for ideas to transform training in the field of child abuse and neglect, NCSL’s Child Welfare team responded. In a paper produced with Florida State University and Prevent Child Abuse America, the team argues that child welfare policy would benefit from greater use of state-specific data and a streamlined collaboration among researchers, policymakers and practitioners. All of that, they write, requires training that breaks down silos in the field.

Last in a Long Line
In Louisiana politics, Huey P. “The Kingfish” Long was larger than life. But let’s not forget the others in the colorful Long family political dynasty—namely Russell, “Uncle” Earl, Gillis, Speedy, Jimmy and Gerald. They’re all part of a line that began with Long’s election to the Public Service Commission in 1918. After that a succession of Longs served in the state legislature, the governor’s office and Congress. But, when Louisiana Senate President Pro Tem Gerald Long (R), above, left the legislature in January, it marked the first time in a century there wasn’t someone with his family’s name serving in elective office.

You’ve created civility in this chamber. You walk the walk, and I’m grateful for that.
Florida Senator Tom Lee (R) during a farewell tribute to outgoing Senate President Bill Galvano (R), from floridapolitics.com.

“I feel like I’m living in extrovert hell. It’s not the most important issue at this time, but it’s been enlightening to examine how I get my energy. And what it feels like—emotionally and physically—to be distant from others.”

Vermont Senate Majority Leader Becca Balint (D) on the forced isolation of working from home during the pandemic, from her column in the Brattleboro Reformer.

“Take a message from this pandemic. It’s time to examine how we are doing our business, is it really how we want to be serving the people.”
Florida’s longest-serving state lawmaker, Senator Bill Galvano (R), who announced his plan to retire in 2022, from ctmirror.org.

“Legislative Icon’ Fred Risser Announces Retirement
Wisconsin Senator Fred Risser (D), the nation’s longest-serving state lawmaker, announced he will retire after his current term ends. Once elected to the Assembly in 1956, then to the Senate in 1962, Risser never looked back. His historic 64-year tenure spanned the terms of 13 different governors, and he proudly claims never to have missed a legislative roll call.

“You have an 86-year-old on a ventilator and you also have a 26-year-old in the ER. Who gets the ventilator?”
Tennessee Senator Katrina Robinson (D), an intensive care nurse who went to work in New York hospital after her state ended its session early due to the coronavirus, from wate.com.

“We can come out of this pandemic stronger than ever if we look out for our neighbors.”
Maine Senate President Troy Jackson (D) in a letter to constituents, from thecounty.me.
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Top Tier of Legislative Leaders on the Move
Arkansas Senators Elect New Pro Tempore
The Arkansas Senate elected Jimmy Hickey (R) to serve as the next pro tempore, from 2021 to 2023. Assuming his party retains control of the chamber in the fall, Hickey will succeed Jim Hendren (R), the current pro tempore. Hickey, 59, has served in the Senate since 2013.

Connecticut Senate Minority Leader to Retire
Len Fasano (R) announced he would not seek a 10th term. Fasano, 61, won his Senate seat with an upset victory in 2002. He succeeded John P. McKinney as caucus leader after the 2014 election cycle. A centrist, Fasano earned a reputation for working across the aisle. “Len and I have worked together countless times to solve problems, help people in need and get vital things done,” Senate President Martin M. Looney (D) told ctmirror.org.

Florida Republicans Choose New Leaders
Senator Wilton Simpson (R) was selected to succeed Senator Bill Galvano (R) as the upper chamber’s next president. Simpson, 55, was first elected to his seat in 2012. Assuming Republicans maintain control of the chamber, he will have a hand in the next redistricting with Representative Chris Sprowls (R), who is in line to become speaker.

Wisconsin’s Longest Serving Female Leader to Retire
Senator Jennifer Shilling (D) announced she will not seek reelection after 20 years in state politics. Shilling joined the Assembly in 2000 and was elected to the Senate in a special election in 2011. She was elected to serve as majority leader in 2014 and is the longest serving female leader in state history. Senator Janet Bevesy (D) will replace Shilling as the minority leader. Bevesy, 68, was elected to the Assembly in 2010 and to the Senate in 2014.
**Trends**

**911 SERVICES**

To Modernize Call System, States Increase Charges

The 911 emergency system receives more than 240 million calls a year, according to the National 911 Program, with about 80% coming from wireless devices. Americans have come to rely on the system and value it as an essential service. Nearly 70% of respondents to a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration survey were willing to pay more for expanded 911 services if it would shorten the time it takes for emergency responders to locate them during a crisis.

So far this year, South Dakota enacted a bill that allows emergency call centers (aka public safety answering points) to reroute the data in case the nearest center is down or overloaded with calls. Pennsylvania—recently added fees and services and increased 911 fees and surcharges. Seven states—Arkansas, California, Kansas, Maryland, New York, Oregon and Utah—created new fees or increased 911 service charges for subscribers of telephone and cellphone and other services.

Some of the new statutes also make similar bills. So far this year, South Dakota enacted a bill that allows emergency call centers (aka public safety answering points) to reroute the data in case the nearest center is down or overloaded with calls. Pennsylvania—recently added fees and services and increased 911 fees and surcharges. Seven states—Arkansas, California, Kansas, Maryland, New York, Oregon and Utah—created new fees or increased 911 service charges for subscribers of telephone and cellphone and other services.

**Update: 911 and COVID-19**

- California's planned upgrades to NG911 are on hold due the pandemic.
- A proposed initiative in Pennsylvania would create a grant program to help fire and EMS companies provide services during the pandemic.
- Minnesota passed legislation supporting enhanced services, with the law in California, Florida and North Carolina requiring statewide use of text-to-911.

New and enhanced 911 services require not only technical upgrades, but also changes in the roles and responsibilities of 911 dispatchers. More than 80% of respondents to the traffic safety administration’s 911 survey said they expected to receive instructions such as how to perform CPR or deliver a baby from 911 dispatchers while waiting for an ambulance.

**ECONOMY**

**Price Gougers Beware**

A bottle of hand sanitizer selling for $60, a thermometer for $25, 36 rolls of toilet paper for $80. Reports of these quickly turned public attention to price gouging during the coronavirus outbreak. And states took action immediately.

With grocery stores struggling to keep up with demand for cleaning supplies and other necessities, policymakers moved to protect consumers from outrageous price increases.

Thirty-six states, Guam, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands and the District of Columbia have statutes or regulations that define price gouging during a disaster or emergency. In most states, price gouging is a violation of unfair or deceptive trade practices law. Most of the laws assess civil penalties, though in some states price gouging is a criminal offense.

Eleven states, Guam and the District of Columbia introduced measures addressing price gouging in their 2020 sessions. Maryland, West Virginia, Guam and the District of Columbia enacted legislation. Maryland prohibited retailers from raising prices in ways that increase the seller’s profit by more than 10% while the governor’s COVID-19 emergency declaration is in effect. Guam made price gouging illegal during an emergency or epidemic or during a disaster.

And West Virginia lawmakers passed a measure amending the definition of “state of emergency” and authorizing the governor to review the scope of price changes during a crisis and the time period during which prices may not be changed. The governor signed the bill March 25; the law goes into effect June 1.

——Samantha Bloch

**PUBLIC PENSIONS**

**Virus Causing Anxiety for Already Troubled Retirement Systems**

In addition to its staggering toll on human life and health, the coronavirus has rekindled financial anxieties for millions of Americans. States with chronically underfunded public employee pension plans are also wringing their hands as investment portfolios suffer serious losses and falling revenue projections stress state budgets. U.S. public pension plans could be staring down an average investment loss of about 21% for the fiscal year ending June 30, according to Moody’s Investors Service. Huge losses due to COVID-19 threaten to heap additional debt atop a mountain of unfunded pension liability in some states. That is, absent a rapid market rebound, increased government contributions or decreased benefits for retirees.

But, as some observers point out, COVID-19’s full impact on state retirement systems is difficult to predict, and pension funds have two things on their side: diversified holdings and time to ride out market turmoil. California Public Employees’ Retirement System CEO Marcie Frost noted in a recent webinar that pensions anticipate market corrections and that traditional defined benefit structures serve as part of the social safety net, helping ensure financial security for millions of retired workers.

Public pensions’ investment time horizons span decades. Fund managers invest in assets diversified portfolios that include public equities, bonds and alternatives (real estate, private equity, hedge funds, etc.). Some funds maintain lower-risk investment profiles than others. But funds with weaker liquidity (cash on hand or short-term investments used to pay out benefits and administrative costs) may need to sell off assets now at a loss, damaging their funded status, according to S&P.

Because of the way pension accounting works, annual losses or gains are smoothed out over several years so that state and local governments don’t see big spikes in their annual pension bills. As a result, these dismal numbers won’t begin to hit government balance sheets until next year or even 2022. But as states look for longer term budget relief, we are likely to see renewed calls for plan design and benefit changes, like those that followed the Great Recession.

——Heather Morton

——Anna Petrini

Most Americans say they would pay more for 911 services if it would shorten the time it takes for emergency responders to locate them during a crisis.
A Lawyer’s Guide to Improving Outcomes for Kids

The Family First Prevention Services Act of 2018 offers states an unprecedented opportunity to transform their child welfare systems. Among other things, the law reimburses states for substance abuse and mental health services and for parent skills training to prevent children’s entry into the system. The law also seeks to reduce states’ reliance on group and residential treatment settings. Like many federal laws, Family First is big and complicated. Last year alone, lawmakers enacted 11 Family First-related bills in 24 states.

Here’s a how-to guide to the strategies lawmakers are using now to take advantage of the law.

How to Maximize Collaboration
As of mid-April, 11 jurisdictions had submitted their required five-year Family First plans for approval by the federal Title IV-E Prevention Services Clearinghouse. Four of the plans—from the District of Columbia, Utah, Arkansas, and Maryland—had been approved, with others expected to be OK’d in coming months.

Some of the plans place the goals of Family First within a broader strategy to improve child and family well-being. Washington, D.C.’s Child and Family Services Agency, for example, embedded its plan in the mayor’s new Families First DC Initiative, an effort to strengthen families throughout the city.

Kentucky is using Family First as a tool to transform child welfare in the state. Its plan involves the Department of Community Based Services, the governor, the legislature, child welfare advocates, private and community agency partners and other stakeholders. According to the overview, the goal is “reorienting around prevention and family preservation and utilizing foster care as an intervention of last resort.”

How to Engage Stakeholders
Lawmakers can work with child welfare agencies and other stakeholders to ensure that community resources, multiple public agencies and individuals who have direct experience with the system are engaged. They can educate legislative peers by leading interwork sessions, calling for informational briefings and forming taskforces and work groups. They can request reports identifying eligible prevention programs; assess their agencies’ plans to evaluate programs that have yet to receive federal approval; and request assessments of residential service providers and the costs associated with making them conform with Family First. Lawmakers can also request estimates of the costs that prevention services would avoid.

More online
Contact Nina Williams-Mbengue at nina.mbengue@ncsl.org for answers to your Family First questions. Visit ncsi.org and search “Family First” for 2018-20 legislation, approved state plans and other information.

And, of course, they can craft legislation to align state statutes with Family First and appropriate matching funds for prevention services.

A 2019 Michigan law requires the state’s child welfare agency to report to the legislature on the status of the department’s planned and implemented prevention programs. A 2019 Michigan law requires the state’s child welfare agency to report to the legislature on the status of the department’s planned and implemented Family First. Other states mandated analyses and cost projections. Colorado, for example, passed legislation in 2018 that required each county to perform an analysis of in-home, family-like and out-of-home placements and to develop a plan to expand capacity in out-of-home placement.

How to Build Evidence-Based Programs
To help prevent unnecessary foster care placements, Family First allows the use of Title IV-E funds for mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment services and for in-home parenting skills programs for parents, kinship caregivers and children at risk of placement. The programs must be trauma-informed and meet “promising,” “supported” or “well-supported” levels of evidence as defined by Family First.

As part of their planning process, states are surveying their evidence-based prevention and kinship navigator programs, which are designed to help relatives find services, and identifying gaps in coverage.

The Kentucky Department for Community Based Services, for example, partnered with Kentucky Youth Advocates for nine regional forums to engage with child welfare service providers and integrate their perspectives into program planning. Before the forums began, the department prepared by analyzing data, assessing the risks of child welfare involvement, and evaluating prevention services and placements.

The District of Columbia’s Child and Families Services Agency took a similar approach, reviewing data, running client and provider focus groups and identifying candidates for foster care.

How to Limit Use of Group Care
Family First limits federal reimbursements to certain types of group care, including qualified residential treatment programs. Most states are delaying implementation of Family First for up to two years to better prepare to meet the QRTP requirements, which include licensing training costs related to such programs, which must meet the Title IV-E clearinghouse’s criteria of promising, supported or well-supported. As of March 1, no kinship navigator program had been certified as evidence-based.

Some states addressed these programs in legislation last year. A Minnesota law directed the commissioner of human services to review kinship navigator models for relative foster parents and children.

In response, Congress passed the Family First Transition Act of 2020, providing states $500 million in one-time, flexible funding to help with these obstacles. Despite COVID-19, states are no longer required to have submitted an application by April 30, the original deadline. The federal government will distribute the funds to eligible states, territories and tribes as soon as possible.

The transition act delays by two years the requirement that half of a state’s preventive services claims go toward programs deemed well-supported by the clearinghouse. The level of evidence required for reimbursement will instead be phased in over four years. Congress also increased the clearinghouse’s funding to improve the capacity of the program and speed up evaluations.

—Nina Williams-Mbengue

The estimated number of children in foster care in the United States

Source: The Children’s Home Society of America

The Children’s Home Society of America estimates that nearly 440,000 children are in foster care as of June 2020.
HELPING LAWMAKERS CUT THROUGH THE DATA CLUTTER

TRENDS

Results First Clearinghouse Color Rating System

Results First assigns each policy program in its database a color based on the ratings it received from up to nine national clearinghouses. The color coding lets researchers quickly see whether a program is broadly viewed as effective or not. Looking at all the programs in the database at once, as shown in this chart, more than one-third received the highest rating, and more than half got the second-highest rating.

---

Helping Lawmakers Cut Through the Data Clutter

After an unprecedented spike in suicide rates in Minnesota, the state health department asked lawmakers in 2019 to fund a comprehensive suicide prevention program with telephone crisis lines and grants and training for local initiatives. Agency officials backed up their spending request with evidence showing that crisis lines had improved mental health and reduced rates of suicide elsewhere.

To build their case, the officials turned to the Results First Clearinghouse Database, a research tool created by The Pew Charitable Trusts. The database showed that rigorous research supported the effectiveness of crisis lines, earning them the clearinghouse’s second-highest evidence rating.

Legislators and legislative staff often turn to clearinghouses, or directories, to understand the research behind programs and policies. That can be time consuming given that there are some 20 publicly accessible clearinghouses, according to the Corporation for National and Community Service. The Results First database cuts the time significantly by synthesizing research from nine national clearinghouses.

Results First assigns each policy program in its database a color based on the ratings it received from the nine clearinghouses. Researchers quickly can see if a program is broadly viewed as effective or, in some cases, detrimental.

To prepare for a possible recession, state lawmakers have been building up their budget stabilization—or rainy day—funds for nine years straight, reaching a record combined total of $74.9 billion in fiscal year 2019, according to The Pew Charitable Trusts.

Rainy day funds can lessen the pressure fixed costs—like debt service, retirement system contributions, Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance Program—can have on a budget during economic downturns. Funds were at an all-time high in 2019, according to The Pew Charitable Trusts.

Since February 2020, as of May 1, 2020, States Got More Than a Rainy Day With COVID-19
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“I’ve never seen anything like this.”

The coronavirus has redefined what constitutes an emergency and changed how legislatures do business.

BY JULIE LAYS

It took just a few weeks for a virulent and vicious virus to hijack lives and turn our country upside down. By May 7, just a little more than four months from the first identified case in the United States, COVID-19, as the World Health Organization named the new strain of coronavirus, had infected more than 1.2 million people in all 50 states, along with Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa and the U.S. Virgin Islands. It had killed 73,500 of them.
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- The virus’ impact on all policy areas is remarkable 28
When the virus showed early signs of warning following social distancing and shutdown orders across the country, some states began easing restrictions and reopening some businesses. Many health officials feared this could result in a resurgence of the virus. But to the protestors at various state capitols, it was high time to get the country back to work and start tackling the economic bloodletting, virus or no virus.

Legislatures Responded
COVID-19 moved quickly through the states, and legislatures sprung to action just as swiftly. It didn’t take long for lawmakers to realize the disease was going to be more devastating than first believed. On Jan. 20, when the first case of the virus in the U.S. was identified in Washington state, most legislatures were in regular sessions, debating opioid addiction, tax cuts, school bus safety, e-scooters and a slew of other pressing issues—not the least being state budgets. Just a few weeks later, many were passing emergency measures, appealing for assistance from the federal government, rushing through budget bills, cutting sessions short, closing capitols, moving primary election dates, meeting virtually and voting remotely.

Some lawmakers caught the disease, making it dangerous to continue meeting in the close quarters of capitols. “Legislatures have continued to do their work despite unprecedented challenges,” said Natalie Wood, director of NCSL’s Center for Legislative Strengthening. “As early as mid-March, legislatures cut things short, suspended or postponed sessions to buy some time, and worked really quickly on emergency legislation and budgets. As usual, it has worked differently for everyone, and it’s not been without drama.”

About half of state legislatures suspended legislative sessions. Before adjourning, most had put business as usual on hold to focus on mitigating the effects of the virus, deferring the hopes some members had for their sessions.

At least 38 states, the District of Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico had introduced bills supporting state action related to COVID-19, as of May 7. Several resolutions adjourned legislative sessions and adopted temporary rules to allow governing bodies to meet or vote electronically. Many bills appropriated funds focused on health topics such as insurance coverage, medical costs or telehealth services. Others involved paid leave, unemployment benefits, guidance for schools and workforce protections for those in quarantine or isolation. Still others addressed price gouging and eligibility for public services, temporarily prohibited evictions, ensured utility services or extended certain legal deadlines.

Minnesota, like many states, had a substantial budget surplus forecast as recently as February, and Senate Paul Gazelka, the Republican majority leader,
Emergency Planning

Did the virus catch legislators off guard? Not exactly. There’s been a lot written about the possibility of a pandemic in recent years, but the realization that this was “the big one” took many a while to comprehend.

States have made plans for maintaining continuity of government during emergencies since the Cold War, when fear of a nuclear attack led to strategies for continuing operations should the whole legislature be wiped out. Following the terrorist attacks on 9/11, another wave of emergency plans was developed, while other disaster plans addressed flooding, hurricanes, wildfires, tornadoes and other natural events.

These plans have been adequate through Y2K scares and beyond, but the depth, breadth and life span of the current pandemic, its damage to the economy and its need for a lengthy social distancing response from the public raise COVID-19’s impact above all other recent emergencies.

This public health emergency is like nothing we have ever seen before, NCSL Executive Director Tim Storey told a CSPAN audience in late March. “Tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of Americans are being devastated by not just the virus and its health effects, but also the economic effect. We are in absolute uncharted waters. The economy was sailing along, then the wind just stopped.”

The Technology Difference

Improvements in technology and the public’s comfort using it to work remotely have benefited many legislators, businesses and workers during this protracted emergency.

Some states already used teleconferencing and remote testimony for committee meetings and even for legislative town halls, Wood said. Oregon and Wisconsin had constitutional provisions in place allowing lawmakers to vote remotely in emergencies long before anyone had heard of COVID-19.

Wisconsin has led the way in figuring out how legislative bodies can meet in circumstances requiring social distancing. A change in state statutes in 2009 allowed lawmakers to “adopt such other measures that may be necessary and proper” to maintain the continuity of government. Lawmakers interpreted that to mean virtual sessions, and leaders of both houses spent a few weeks with staff fine-tuning how to run Skype sessions.

“We’ve been able to create a whole infrastructure, including new web-based applications, that allow us to try to mimic what happens on the floor in a virtual setting,” Senate President Roger Roth (R) said, noting that during crises, democracies must be able to show the public that they remain strong.

The Utah Legislature passed legislation before adjourning to permit meeting and voting electronically during public health emergencies. The legislature was able to end the session on time in mid-March, and the new rules allowed members to call themselves back into special session remotely in mid-April to address COVID-19 issues.

House Speaker Brad Wilson (R) said the break gave “the amazing staff” time to create a system to make it all happen and provide each member with remote one-on-one training.

“It’s crazy,” Wilson said just after going through a dry run before the special session, which was live-streamed. “I’m standing on the dais with three big-screen TVs showing all 74 members of the House. It’s an amazing moment in time for us as a state to be able to do the people’s business from the state Capitol but with only one person there, with the rest of the members in their home districts serving their constituents.”

Although working remotely is technically possible for most legislators, state laws, legislative rules or even state constitutions may not allow remote sessions. Legislatures must consider what it means to be “present to vote,” what constitutes a quorum and how to make the process accessible to the public, among other provisions. Chambers that move forward with remote voting have to navigate these issues and determine “as much as possible, what happens on the floor.”

Not everyone is convinced remote meetings are productive. When the Connecticut General Assembly was debating whether to suspend its session, Senate President Pro Tem Martin Looney (D) wasn’t so sure meeting remotely would suffice.

“It’d be fairly difficult to do that, to have a free thing without this website including the offering of floor amendments, things of that sort,” he said. “It’s totally unprecedented. I’ve been in our General Assembly for 40 years, 12 in the House, 28 in the Senate. I’ve never seen anything like this.”

For Colorado, the debate over whether to suspend session still wasn’t so much the open meeting conflict as it was the state
constitutional requirement that the legislature “conclude its work after 120 days.” Did that mean 120 days in a row? Lawmakers couldn’t agree, so they asked the state Supreme Court to decide. The court ruled 4-3 that during a state of emergency, the days do not have to be counted consecutively. “We feel that it is in the best interest of all Coloradans to recess the session until citizens can safely participate in their democracy,” Senate Majority Leader Steve Fenberg (D) tweeted.

Making It Work
Throughout the spring, while some state legislatures continued meeting in capitols, others postponed or adjourned until a later date, and a few took the virtual route. And special sessions, or discussions about them, are popping up, even in states that had finished sessions or were not scheduled to meet in 2020. Methods for meeting will continue to vary. In at least 15 states, two territories and the District of Columbia, one chamber or both adopted temporary rules or enacted legislation to allow for virtual meetings and remote voting, often with at least one member on the floor. Other legislatures will keep meeting in person, but these convenings may require some creativity.

“Legislatures, as we all know, are made up of innovative and committed people who have problem-solved throughout history when faced with extraordinary times such as these,” NCSL’s Wood said.

For the New Hampshire House of Representatives, the largest state legislative body in the country, the challenge was finding a place big enough for all 400 representatives to meet while practicing social distancing. The state constitution says it must meet in person, so House Speaker Steve Shurtleff (D) was seeking alternatives, including large auditoriums. “We have to find a facility to possibly space people out to meet in person,” Shurtleff said.

In Arkansas, lawmakers met in a college basketball arena so they could maintain distancing as they adopted new rules and voted on emergency legislation. In Virginia, senators chose a room in a science museum, while representatives met on the Capitol lawn.

States Lead On
Whether remotely or in chambers, governors and lawmakers remain on the front lines in the fight against the pandemic. But there’s no quick fix for the destruction the virus leaves behind. Even as the rate of infection declines, legislators will face the challenge of rebuilding economies at a time when revenues are expected to take unprecedented hits. Legislatures will have to make hard choices to balance budgets while continuing to fund education, transportation, criminal justice, unemployment, health care and more.

A pandemic this epic requires a response as impressive as we sail on into unchartered waters.

Julie Lays is the editor of State Legislatures magazine.
Legislators who are also health care professionals are serving on two fronts these days.

**BY SUZANNE WEISS**

Amid the nation’s worst public health crisis in a century, a growing number of doctors, nurses and other medical professionals serving in state legislatures have answered the call to help—on and behind the front lines.

Some are working 12-hour shifts doing triage and treating patients at beleaguered hospitals in their districts. Others are working as paramedics or volunteering at local clinics, and still others are playing key roles in coordinating their states’ or counties’ response to the crisis.

At the epicenter of the pandemic, New York State Assemblyman Will Avery (D) returned in early April to her job as a nurse at the Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx after she learned of the severe staffing shortage there. Around the same time, Tennessee Senator Katrina Robinson (D), an intensive-care nurse, left her home in Memphis to volunteer in her city’s hospitals.

**Hospitals Working at Capacity**

In Colorado, which has among the highest rates of COVID-19 infections and deaths in the West, Kyle Mullica (D), a nurse, is among several lawmakers working as paramedics or volunteering at hospitals in their districts. Others are working as paramedics or volunteering at local clinics, and still others are playing key roles in coordinating their states’ or counties’ response to the crisis.

At the epicenter of the pandemic, New York State Assemblyman Will Avery (D) returned in early April to her job as a nurse at the Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx after she learned of the severe staffing shortage there. Around the same time, Tennessee Senator Katrina Robinson (D), an intensive-care nurse, left her home in Memphis to volunteer in her city’s hospitals.

**DOUBLE DUTY**

Reyes and Mullica describe their experiences over the past several weeks as harrowing.

“It’s like nothing I’ve ever seen,” said Reyes, who participated in relief efforts in Haiti after the 2010 earthquake and in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria in 2017. In an interview with the New York Post, she described nightmarish conditions while working the medical/surgical units and said she was stunned by how quickly patients suffering from the virus deteriorated.

When asked how many of her patients have died, she answered simply, “Too many.” She said the hospital is “at capacity” and most of the floors have been devoted entirely to treating coronavirus patients. Even family waiting areas had hospital beds in them after they were converted into medical rooms, Reyes told the newspaper.

“It is almost like you can see a tsunami coming—and there’s nothing that you can do about it,” Mullica said in an audio diary he recorded for The Colorado Sun, a Denver-based news outlet, in early April.

“What’s so scary about this is we have no tools. All hospitals are able to do—until they figure out antivirals—is treat those symptoms. And as a provider, for me at least, that’s really scary. That scares the hell out of me.”

**Some Rural Areas Ready**

Some legislators are working where the battle against COVID-19 is less intense, at least for now. Texas Senator Donna Campbell (R) is an emergency room physician who divides her time between two hospitals in rural counties south of Austin that so far have had fewer than 100 confirmed cases of coronavirus and no deaths.

“Of course, we have devoted a lot of time and effort to sanitizing and other precautionary measures, but our overall emergency room census is down,” she said.

“The big difference is that we have many, many more phone calls to the ER every day from people wanting to know, ‘Do I need to come in?’”

Campbell said that, so far, Texas hasn’t run short on equipment and personnel like other areas of the nation. “We still have ample capacity in terms of hospital beds, intensive-care units and ventilators.”

**A Bipartisan Fight**

California Senate Richard Pan (D), a pediatrician who currently chairs the Senate Health Committee, agrees about the need for preparation. “This pandemic is a stark reminder of the cost of not having a robust public health system in place,” he said.

During his 10 years in the California Legislature, Pan has advocated for increasing vaccination rates, boosting funding for county health departments and augmenting the state’s emergency-response capabilities.

“Of course, we have devoted a lot of time and effort to sanitizing and other precautionary measures, but our overall emergency room census is down,” she said.

“The big difference is that we have many, many more phone calls to the ER every day from people wanting to know, ‘Do I need to come in?’”

**In the public health world, there’s always talk about outbreaks like this and how to be ready for them,” he said. “Every year, we have something to worry about. In 2009, it was H1N1, then it was pertussis, then the Zika virus and, in the past couple of years, measles.”

At the same time, Pan said, a series of federal and state budget cuts have steadily eroded the capacity of the public health system—reducing the number of epidemiologists and other medical workers, for example, and forcing the closure of 11 testing laboratories statewide.

Pan points out that the first known instance of community spread (person-to-person transmission) of COVID-19 in the United States was in Sacramento, his district, in mid-February. Since then, the city of more than 2 million has had about 700 confirmed cases and 26 deaths. “Had it not been for early action, those numbers would be a lot higher. We haven’t seen a big spike, so I would say that we’re doing OK.”

Over the last two months, Pan has volunteered at a county health clinic, met with state and county officials, tweeted regular updates and spent a half-hour every Friday morning answering callers’ questions on a local AM radio show.

Pan said the bipartisan nature of the state’s fight against the coronavirus is heartening. “We have people working together at every level, and that’s what we need. Public health should never be a partisan issue.”

Suzanne Weiss is a freelance writer in Denver and a frequent contributor to State Legislatures.
Pandemic Leads to ‘Infodemic’

Policymakers can combat misinformation with facts.

BY KRISTINE GOODWIN

As COVID-19 spreads, so too does misinformation, creating what data and health scientists at the World Health Organization have deemed an “infodemic.” It’s what happens when we have what the White House and the Federal Emergency Management Agency calls an “overabundance of information” that makes it hard for people to find trustworthy sources and reliable guidance.

Some states have defined what constitutes evidence in legislation or through definitions established by state agencies. Lawmakers value high-quality, causal evidence that shows whether a policy will produce a specific result. Knowing your state’s definitions, and clarifying them when needed, can ensure that everyone is speaking the same language.

1. How are you defining “evidence”?

Policymaking through an infodemic merits a healthy dose of skepticism. When you hear claims about what “the evidence shows,” ask how it’s being defined. Does it reflect an expert’s professional judgment, an anecdotal study, a study with a control group? While professional opinions and anecdotal observations have value, evidence that’s been tested is more trustworthy.

2. What’s your source?

Driven by a mission to inform and protect the public, many federal sources offer reliable, science-based information and guidance. These include the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Food and Drug Administration and coronavirus.gov, a partnership of the CDC, the White House and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Many state and territorial health agencies also are good resources. Several national organizations committed to delivering unbiased, bipartisan information, like NCSL, track and post federal and state actions daily.

But with so many news and information outlets, it can be hard to judge a source’s quality and credibility. It can help to know if a study has been published in a peer-reviewed journal, such as The New England Journal of Medicine, because that tells you it was reviewed by independent experts. Not every study cited today’s 24-hour news cycle has gone through such a process.

To get information into decision-makers’ hands more quickly, researchers and online publishing services, known as pre-print servers, have begun posting study findings before they’ve gone through peer review. Such drafts may have value to those wanting to learn about emerging research, but it’s important to understand they are preliminary and subject to critique.

3. How strong is the evidence?

“Evidence hierarchies” and online research clearninghouses rank evidence based on the rigor of the supporting methodology, from anecdote and opinion to causality. The more highly the evidence is ranked, the more likely it is to produce its intended effect.

Proving that a treatment can cause a specific result is the strongest type of evidence. That kind of proof comes through clinical trials, health care’s gold standard for demonstrating that a treatment is safe and effective, according to the National Institutes of Health. Concerning COVID-19, the Food and Drug Administration has not approved any therapeutics, but some are under investigation and will be tested through such trials.

Public health officials didn’t recommend the public use of cloth face masks, for example, until recent high-quality studies confirmed that asymptomatic carriers of the virus could transmit it to others. This prompted CDC officials in April to recommend that everyone use face coverings in public settings.

4. What am I missing and how do I balance competing priorities?

Dealing with a novel virus, by definition, puns us in new territory. Public health officials and lawmakers are learning and refining and responding in ways that reflect available data and research findings. We don’t always have access to the evidence we need to make real-time decisions, so ask questions of colleagues and experts to learn how the available evidence, imperfect as it may be, can help inform your policy decisions.

5. How can I be sure to communicate reliable information?

There is no playbook for communicating during a crisis like this one. But policymakers can draw from a public repository of tools and best practices that grows by the day. Case in point: The Association of State and Territorial Health Officials has developed a crisis communication guide that uses “message maps” to help organize complex scientific information into easily understood messages.

Policymakers also can look to other states’ communication strategies and publicly available data visualization tools and share that information with colleagues and constituents—like the U.S. maps that illustrate how the virus is spreading across communities and states. NCSL has summarized these communications approaches and linked them to templates and other online resources. The CDC’s infographics share the facts about COVID-19 and highlight effective crisis communication strategies. Among these: Before distributing information, fact-check it with subject-matter experts, because “one incorrect message can cause harmful behaviors and may result in people losing trust in future messages.”

Kristine Goodwin is a program director in NCSL’s Employment, Labor and Retirement Program.

Fact vs. Fiction

Common myths and questions addressed by health organizations include:

- Alcohol consumption kills the virus.

Drinking alcohol does not protect you against COVID-19 and can be dangerous. Frequent or excessive alcohol consumption can increase your risk of health problems.

- The virus is spread through new 5G wireless networks.

Viruses cannot travel on radio waves or mobile networks. COVID-19 is spreading through many countries that do not have 5G networks. COVID-19 is spread through respiratory droplets when an infected person coughs, sneezes or speaks. People can also be infected by touching a contaminated surface and then touching their eyes, mouth or nose.

- Does the new coronavirus affect older people, or are younger people susceptible?

People of all ages can be infected by the new coronavirus. Older people and people with pre-existing medical conditions (such as asthma, diabetes, and heart disease) appear to be more vulnerable to becoming severely ill with the virus. People of all ages should take steps to protect themselves from the virus, for example, following good hand hygiene and good respiratory hygiene.

Source: World Health Organization, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Kentucky legislators alternated seats to maintain safe distancing during their session.
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Voting After the Virus
Will elections be changed forever after COVID-19?

BY AMANDA ZOCH

The COVID-19 pandemic has fundamentally altered the 2020 election landscape. By May 1, at least 18 states had postponed presidential preference primaries, state primaries, runoffs or a combination of these. Georgia and Louisiana—the first two states to delay their elections—have now shifted their primaries for a second time. Many of the postponed primaries are set for June 2, which—with at least nine presidential and seven state primaries—is now set to be a second Super Tuesday. With former Vice President Joe Biden as the presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, the state primaries may be the races to watch.

Several states have rescheduled for even later dates, including New Jersey, which moved its primaries to July 7 from June 2. More delays may be coming.

How voters’ anxiety over the pandemic will affect their voting behavior is hard to know. Rescheduling elections, however, allows them to stay home during the worst of the crisis. And it gives states more time to adapt to the challenges of running elections during a public health emergency—moving polling places away from assisted living facilities, protecting voters and poll workers from spreading the disease, making special arrangements for certain voters (those in quarantine, for example), all while keeping it fair for everyone.

There are things you can count on: Mom’s welcoming arms, daisies in June and the decennial census, among them. Now COVID-19 is wreaking havoc on all the good planning that has gone into the 2020 census. Most people know we count every person living in the United States once every decade, and they probably think of the census as a point of national pride. Policy people know the “enumeration” undertakes the distribution of federal money to the states, is the basis for reassigning U.S. House seats and provides the data the states use for redistricting. But, for many, that’s as far as the interest goes.

The census has adhered to the same cast-in-concrete timeline since 1880. Census Day is April 1 of the year ending in zero; data for dehuying up congressional seats is due on the president’s desk no later than Dec. 31 of the same year. And redistricting data—as defined in Public Law 94-171, which was pushed forward by NCSL, in our first year of existence—as due to the states no later than March 31 of the year ending in “1.” Then came the coronavirus. Thanks to COVID-19, the timeline for gathering the data is delayed. While it’s never been easier for households to respond to the census, not everyone does it with a personal knock on the door. It’s a standard operating procedure for the bureau to send workers to every nook and cranny of the nation to make sure the count is as accurate as possible—something the bureau decided can’t happen now because of the virus.

Census Data Changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Pre-COVID-19</th>
<th>Post-COVID-19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data gathering begins</td>
<td>January 2020</td>
<td>January 2020*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data gathering ends</td>
<td>July 31, 2020</td>
<td>Oct 31, 2020*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data for congressional reapportionment due</td>
<td>Dec 31, 2020</td>
<td>April 10, 2021**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data for redistricting by the states due</td>
<td>March 31, 2021</td>
<td>July 31, 2021**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Data change made by the Census Bureau.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Change the bureau, requested from Congress.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With step one delayed, it’s no surprise the other steps will be delayed as well. Step two, data collection, will end 90 days later than originally planned, or Oct. 31, 2020. Steps three and four, data preparation and the release of public data, respectively, are accordingly held up. Trouble is, Congress long ago set the deadlines for the release of at least two sets of information: the congressional apportionment data and the redistricting data. For that reason, the bureau requested in mid-April that Congress approve a four-month delay for the release of both data sets. The apportionment data deadline would move from Dec. 31, 2020, to April 30, 2021; the redistricting data deadline from March 31, 2021, to July 31, 2021.

Will Congress approve? That’s to be determined, though it’s hard to imagine they’d require workers to go into the field during a pandemic.

Will this be the only delay required? The virus’ trajectory will be the guide. How will states respond? We’ll see.

Each faces a unique set of constitutional, statutory and election date challenges.

—Wendy Underhill
Policy Impacts of COVID-19

The widespread effect of COVID-19 on all areas of our lives has been remarkable. State budgets are being hit hard, driving lawmakers to pass legislation to protect and support vital programs and policies as best they can. Here’s an overview of just how deep and wide the virus’ influence has been.

As the novel coronavirus began to spread across the country, the public health and health care systems were the first sectors affected and the first to respond. To date, governors in every state and territory have declared emergencies, allowing greater authority and flexibility to respond. Even with many lowing greater authority and flexibility to territory have declared emergencies, all to respond. To date, governors in every state and territory have declared emergencies, allowing greater authority and flexibility to respond. The Families First Coronavirus Response Act requires insurers to cover testing for the virus without any cost to patients or prior authorization requirements. The federal law also gives states the option to cover COVID-19 testing and test-related visits for uninsured individuals. So far, 12 states have taken advantage of this flexibility, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.

A handful of states have gone further, adopting measures to waive cost sharing for treatment as well as testing, through mandates or insurer agreements. Many insurers have also committed to waiving costs associated with seeking treatment. For individuals without health insurance, 11 states and the District of Columbia have created a special open enrollment period on their state-based exchange, allowing anyone to buy a plan. Other states are allowing longer grace periods for premium payments or placing moratoriums on the cancellation of insurance policies for not paying premiums.

All states have received Medicaid Section 1115 waivers—available during emergencies—to ease requirements in areas like prior authorizations for services, provider credentialing, and reporting and oversight. States are also exercising flexibility using State Plan Amendments, Section 1115 waivers, and home- and community-based services waivers.

Reopening states

The pandemic will continue to evolve, as will the responses from public health and health care systems to improve prevention, mitigation and treatment of the virus. While effective treatment for COVID-19 is likely to come more quickly, researchers, pharmaceutical companies and federal agencies are working to accelerate the development of a vaccine. Recent reports indicate progress in identifying potential treatments and vaccines, though many estimate it will be 12 to 18 months before a vaccine is available.

As the virus spreads, coverage and accessibility of care is critical. Federal and state leaders first focused on reducing patients’ costs, such as copays and deductibles, for testing. The Families First Coronavirus Response Act requires insurers to cover testing for the virus without any cost to patients or prior authorization requirements. The federal law also gives states the option to cover COVID-19 testing and test-related visits for uninsured individuals. So far, 12 states have taken advantage of this flexibility, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.

A handful of states have gone further, adopting measures to waive cost sharing for treatment as well as testing, through mandates or insurer agreements. Many insurers have also committed to waiving costs associated with seeking treatment. For individuals without health insurance, 11 states and the District of Columbia have created a special open enrollment period on their state-based exchange, allowing anyone to buy a plan. Other states are allowing longer grace periods for premium payments or placing moratoriums on the cancellation of insurance policies for not paying premiums.

All states have received Medicaid Section 1115 waivers—available during emergencies—to ease requirements in areas like prior authorizations for services, provider credentialing, and reporting and oversight. States are also exercising flexibility using State Plan Amendments, Section 1115 waivers, and home- and community-based services waivers.

Reopening states

In an effort to flatten the curve and prevent health systems from being overwhelmed, most governors or state health commissioners issued statewide stay-at-home orders, closed schools and certain businesses, and placed limits on gatherings, according to tracking by the National Governors Association. As state leaders begin easing restrictions, they are closely watching the data.

Widespread testing and contact tracing are key to reopening states, according to most public health experts and guidance from the White House, NGA, the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials and others.

Testing and contact tracing help monitor and control the spread of the virus by identifying hot spots or outbreaks and isolating infected people. Despite progress in the last few weeks, widespread testing for COVID-19 still lags in terms of per capita testing. At the lower end, one report estimates the U.S. needs 750,000 tests per week, while another estimate suggests millions per day.

While state leaders seek more testing kits, state and local public health departments are scrambling to ramp up the workforce to the level necessary for comprehensive contact tracing. "We have the knowledge and the skill [to do contact tracing]—we just need the numbers," said ASTHO’s chief executive officer, Mike Fraser, in a recent NCSL webinar.

The country needs close to 100,000 tracers, according to ASTHO. State needs range from 176 in less populous states like Wyoming to 12,000 or more in states like Texas and California.

Looking ahead

Most experts agree that social distancing may be necessary for many months ahead, and many argue that states won’t fully return to “normal” until there is a vaccine. While effective treatment for COVID-19 is likely to come more quickly, researchers, pharmaceutical companies and federal agencies are working to accelerate the development of a vaccine. Recent reports indicate progress in identifying potential treatments and vaccines, though many estimate it will be 12 to 18 months before a vaccine is available.

Still, public health experts caution about obstacles in the road ahead. CDC Director Dr. Robert Redfield warned that states could experience significant challenges this winter. "We’re going to have the flu epidemic and the coronavirus epidemic at the same time," he told The Washington Post.

Federal and state leaders also will be tackling emerging consequences of the virus, including the disproportionate effect it has had on communities of color, the financial hit already unstable rural health facilities have taken, and the potential for increased enrollment in Medicaid as a result of the economic downturn.

The pandemic will continue to evolve, as will the responses from public health and health care systems to improve prevention, mitigation and treatment of the virus. While effective treatment for COVID-19 is likely to come more quickly, researchers, pharmaceutical companies and federal agencies are working to accelerate the development of a vaccine. Recent reports indicate progress in identifying potential treatments and vaccines, though many estimate it will be 12 to 18 months before a vaccine is available.

State legislatures are likely to take a larger role in the coming months, as many states and cities now face new funding challenges, but also to examine and confront the weaknesses in public health and health care systems exposed by the coronavirus.

Kate Blackman
Adapting to virtual learning, with challenges ahead

Education has been dramatically affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. All states shuttered college campuses and K-12 schools through at least mid-May, and most turned to online learning. School leaders and teachers face significant challenges to ensure students have access to technology, whether that’s devices or internet connections.

Teachers, not all of whom are trained in remote instruction, have had to quickly adapt their delivery to a virtual platform, whether their students are kindergarten graduates or graduating seniors.

Schools, too, are struggling to get materials and meals to students in rural areas who qualify for free or reduced-price lunches.

Meanwhile, higher education is working to ensure that students who were quickly displaced have a safe place to live and access to distance learning.

As schools face these immediate and significant challenges, state policymakers are trying to determine how best to help them. They have applied for waivers from the federal government’s required testing, held harmless K-12 grades released from taking attendance and suspended enforcement of accountability requirements for K-12 schools.

As legislatures reconvene this summer and fall, they will need to deal with not only the immediate challenges that come with attempting to reopen a school system by fall, but also the long-term impact to the entire system.

They will need to address how the education system can help students recover from the learning losses sustained this spring and summer and the mental health challenges that have been exacerbated during this turbulent time.

They also will have the daunting task of determining how to ensure that inevitable education budget cuts will not further the inequities exposed since the Great Recession and protect those school-related factors that most affect student success.

—Michelle Estrom

State policymakers can define the extent to which workers infected with COVID-19 are covered a handful of states have strengthened the coverage for first responders, health care workers and other essential workers with a high risk of exposure.

WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
Who’s covered?

An important employment issue that has arisen in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis is whether workers’ compensation comes into play for employees infected by the virus.

Workers’ compensation covers medical expenses and lost wages when workers become injured or ill as a direct result of their job. But, generally, it does not cover routine community-spread illnesses such as the cold or flu because those conditions cannot be directly tied to the workplace. Severe respiratory illnesses among firefighters and other first responders, however, are presumed to be work related and are covered by workers’ compensation in at least 20 states.

So, could COVID-19 be treated differently than a cold or flu? Without state intervention, perhaps. The determination would likely be made on a case-by-case basis by the workers’ compensation insurer and may depend on specific circumstances, such as whether the infected worker and what that worker was doing at the time.

State policymakers can define the extent to which workers infected with COVID-19 are covered. A handful of states, including Minnesota, North Dakota and Washington, have strengthened the coverage for first responders, health care workers and other essential workers with a high risk of exposure.

—Loyette Vasquez

Forecast for Take-Out

From Boom to Bust

Many states will need to reconvene to reconcile previously enacted FY 2021 budgets with the new economic reality.

States welcomed the new decade and 2020 with strong economic growth and healthy finances. Tax collections were robust. Spending was keeping pace with revenues. Rainy day funds were full, unemployment was low and business was booming. True, a few dark clouds hung over oil- and gas-producing states because of low energy prices, but, by and large, the fiscal outlook for states was bright.

Fast forward a few weeks, and boom! It’s all gone in a flash with the arrival of the coronavirus. Heading into fiscal year 2021, states face an economic downturn of unprecedented magnitude and a dismal fiscal outlook.

Efforts to curtail the spread of COVID-19 with stay-at-home orders have wreaked havoc on state budgets. Not only did state revenues come to a screeching halt as economic activity paused, but the legislative process itself was interrupted. Most states suspended legislative sessions in mid-March, leaving about half the states without enacted budgets.

Since then, lawmakers have scrambled to ensure continued funding because state laws require balanced budgets prior to the new fiscal year, which starts for 46 states on July 1. At the end of April, 38 states had enacted FY 2021 budgets. In some cases, they were modified versions, while other states passed bare-bones budgets that can be filled in later or approved continuing resolutions. Some states took more unusual measures. New Jersey changed the date of its fiscal year, from July 1 to Oct. 1. Kentucky diverted its from its regular two-year budget and passed an annual budget because of economic uncertainty.

The landscape has changed. Now, thousands of people are sick and millions more are out of work. Health care spending and unemployment has soared as workers become more unemployed and lose wages while state tax collections have plunged. As a result, many states will need to reconvene to reconcile previously enacted FY 2021 budgets with the new economic reality.

Yet, what that new reality will look like remains unclear. State economists are struggling to grasp the magnitude of the revenue impact. Sales tax figures for March (the first month of mass closures) are just starting to come in. Income tax collections were delayed by extended filing deadlines, making forecasting more difficult. Early estimates of state revenue losses are ranging from 15% to 20% and increasing the longer the shutdown continues. At least 12 states have already authorized the use of reserve funds to address lost revenues.

Hints From the Past

It’s still too early to know what measures legislators will take to balance state budgets when they convene. However, some insight can be gleaned from looking back at what they did during the last recession to address big shortfalls. In 2009-10, states generally made across-the-board budget reductions first, followed by specific cuts and public employee furloughs. Many tax increases were temporary and often targeted high-income earners. States also raised revenues by broadening income and sales tax bases through reduced exemptions and credits.

Looking ahead, the future for state finances seems bleak. But there is one small glimmer amid the gloom: Most states are better prepared for a downturn now than ever before. Having learned an important lesson during the Great Recession, policymakers took measures over the past decade to build up their rainy day funds. At the beginning of 2020, states, on average, had reserved funds amounting to 10% of general fund spending. This wasn’t long if business activity doesn’t resume quickly, but it will provide a little breathing room as lawmakers grapple with the fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic.

—Mandy Rajfool
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—Mandy Rajfool
exposure. But, for some, workers’ compensation may not be the best option. Other benefits, such as paid sick leave or personal health insurance, may provide faster support with less red tape. COVID-19 cases resulting in loss of life, however, workers’ compensation can provide valuable financial death benefits for a worker’s family.

Josh Cunningham

HOUSING AND HUMAN SERVICES

Vulnerable populations face heightened risk

The COVID-19 crisis is affecting households at all socioeconomic levels; however, the economic pain is being experienced most acutely by the same populations that were disadvantaged going into the crisis. Race, ethnicity, occupation, social status and the presence of a disability have been historic drivers of economic disparity in the United States, and COVID-19 has laid them bare again.

The shortage of safe, stable and affordable housing in the United States was severe before the coronavirus pandemic, and with millions of workers losing their incomes, many more adults and families are now unable to make rent and mortgage payments. COVID-19 is giving rise to concerns about a potential new wave of homelessness, and to calls for strategies to mitigate the health and safety risks faced by those already experiencing homelessness.

Child welfare and early care and education systems have experienced significant disruptions, putting tremendous strain on children, youth and families, as well as the caseworkers, caregivers, home visitors and early intervention specialists who support the healthy development and well-being of the next generation.

COVID-19 has put the vulnerable populations of children and youth in child welfare systems at heightened risk and is asking more of the already stretched child welfare workforce.

Child care may be one of the most pronounced crises within the larger COVID-19 emergency. Advocates are already calling on state and federal lawmakers to address the economically unsustainable pact of families, child care providers and employers at large.

COVID-19 has become a Gordian knot for families bound together by child support or visitation orders. Parents on both sides of the financial equation—noncustodial parents with child support obligations and custodial parents at risk of not receiving payments—are concerned about the flow of child support payments. Questions and concerns about court-ordered access and visitation amid a pandemic are also on the table.

Lawmakers at all levels are being called on to address the basic needs of millions of Americans, and, in the months ahead, constituents will be looking to their legislators for strategies to rapidly connect people to a brighter, safer future.

Sarah Brown

COVID-19 IS GIVING RISE TO CONCERNS ABOUT A POTENTIAL NEW WAVE OF HOMELESSNESS, AS WELL AS STRATEGIES FOR MITIGATING THE HEALTH AND SAFETY RISKS FOR THOSE ALREADY EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Courts, law enforcement see big impacts

COVID-19 is forcing federal, state and local governments to make decisions that will affect the big picture operation of their criminal and juvenile justice systems. Courts at every level have postponed or canceled proceedings. Many jurisdictions have converted to virtual court proceedings when possible. The U.S. Supreme Court building is closed but will remain open for official business. The justices postponed March and April oral arguments but will continue to hold conferences and issue scheduled orders, with some participating by phone.

The daily work of law enforcement officers also has been greatly affected by the coronavirus. Many departments have expanded citation in lieu of arrest policies or limited arrests within already established statutory limits. Arrest rates and jail bookings have decreased significantly, and jail populations have fallen in local jurisdictions by as much as 70% in some cases.

The federal Bureau of Prisons, state corrections departments, local jail administrators and juvenile justice agencies all have taken steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in adult correctional and juvenile detention facilities. For example, facilities are releasing vulnerable people and low-level offenders from jails and prisons when possible and reducing or suspending visitation.

Wade Fickler
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"Local news allows us to not only know what’s going on in government and in meetings we can’t possibly attend, but it tells us the story of who we are and who makes up our community," says Massachusetts Representative Lori Ehrlich.

A Unique Partnership

In the wake of this dwindling coverage was born the New Jersey Civic Information Consortium, a first-in-the-nation initiative to provide public funding to meet the news and information needs of local communities. The consortium was conceived by the press advocacy group Free Press Action and sponsored by Greenwald and Senate Majority Leader Orlando +#Singer. (D). Singer is a co-sponsor. Funded at $82 million—currently frozen because of the COVID-19 pandemic’s ruinous effect on the state’s budget—the consortium is a partnership with five state universities that will award grants to projects intended to buttress local news coverage in a variety of innovative ways. "If we could regale you with the story of the Ashbury Park Press, the [Newark] Star-Ledger, the [Bergen] Record, the New Jersey Assembly, the University of Massachusetts Amherst…"
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Remote Work? Not in a Digital Desert

As stay-at-home orders spread and millions of workers and students went online to do their jobs or homework assignments, it became clear that the digital playing field was far from level. Digital deserts, where residents have poor or little internet access, are holding rural areas back, educationally and economically. In the long term, advocates hope state lawmakers will push providers to build out their rural networks. Meanwhile, some ISPs, like AT&T, CenturyLink and T-Mobile, were removing data cap limits and keeping customers’ service intact if they couldn’t pay their bills due to COVID-19. Other providers, like Cox, Charter and Comcast, were offering free broadband access to pre-K, grammar, high school and college students during the pandemic.

HIGHWAY SAFETY
Fewer but Deadlier Crashes

With many Americans parked at home, health professionals, delivery drivers and other essential workers have had the roadways mostly to themselves. But just because traffic was scanty (down by two-thirds nationally from March 1 to April 18, according to the analytics company StreetLight Data), the roads weren’t necessarily safer. Police in several states reported spikes in fatalities they linked to speeding or reckless driving, despite an overall drop in highway crashes during the pandemic compared with last year. Some drivers might think police are too busy dealing with the coronavirus to chase speeders, according to the Governors Highway Safety Association, which represents state highway safety offices. In response, many agencies have sent out public reminders that they are, in fact, still enforcing speed laws.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
Coverage for Work Stoppages, Disasters

Lawmakers in at least eight states and Puerto Rico have introduced measures to require business interruption insurance to cover mandatory work stoppages resulting from the coronavirus emergency. Depending on the property insurance policy, business interruption coverage may protect companies from loss of income after a disaster, whether the loss results from a mandated closing or having to physically rebuild. But insurers point out that such policies do not typically cover losses related to viruses. As of mid-April, business interruption bills were pending in Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Puerto Rico.

DRUG TREATMENTS
Vaccine on Fast Track but Still Needs Time

As the number of COVID-19 cases rises across the United States, development of treatments and vaccines is high priority. To move new treatments to patients as quickly as possible, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration created CTAP (the Coronavirus Treatment Acceleration Program). As part of the emergency effort, the FDA currently has 284 clinical trials underway, with 10 therapeutic agents in active trials and another 15 in planning stages. The agency says it will take a minimum of 18 to 24 months before approval of a COVID-19 vaccine—but that timeline is significantly shorter than past vaccine developments. In 2003, for example, it took 20 months from sequencing COVID-19 to the first human study. The reality is that just 5% to 10% of the trials will succeed. The high failure rate means, as an FDA official put it in a recent NCSL webinar, “We need lots of shots on goal.”

DOJ Watching for Unlawful Restrictions

The U.S. Justice Department has cast a wary eye on social-distancing orders that prevent in-person religious gatherings in any form. Such restrictions are in place in at least 10 states. Two federal prosecutors are now in charge of an effort “to monitor state and local policies and, if necessary, take action to correct them,” according to a letter U.S. Attorney General William Barr sent in late April to all U.S. attorneys offices. Barr’s concern is with restrictions that could violate religious, free speech or economic rights protected by the Constitution. “We do not want to unduly interfere with the important efforts of state and local officials to protect the public,” from the virus, Barr wrote. “But the Constitution is not suspended in times of crisis.”

Lawsuits challenging restrictions on religious institutions are mounting even as some states begin to loosen their stay-at-home orders.
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Rural America’s Challenges

Expanding job opportunities in struggling rural communities to keep talent and jobs at home can also help build the entire state’s economy. In Vermont, for example, lawmakers created the Remote Worker Grant Program in 2018 to entice individuals to move to the state and work remotely, whether from home or a shared workspace. Last year, more than 4,000 applications were downloaded for the program’s grants, which are available annually on a first-come, first-served basis. That year, the state awarded more than $320,000 to 84 new remote workers to cover expenses such as computer hardware and software, broadband access and coworking memberships.

Because the program is so new, there isn’t much data on how the grants have influenced rural economies. But last year, along with the 84 new workers, 90 adult family members and 44 children moved to the state, bringing the total number of new, grant-related Vermont residents to 218.

Lawmakers in Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Utah are offering incentives to encourage businesses to create jobs in rural areas. Utah, for example, enacted its Rural Economic Development Incentive Program in 2018. REDI, as the program is known, awards grants to businesses that create new positions, including online remote or independent workers in the state.

Some states were prepared to respond to the shelter-in-place orders associated with the coronavirus, but Utah and Washington have tested teleworking in recent years due to natural disasters and the rural nature of the states. All could agree that remote work requires shifting focus to:

• Communicating and team building.
• Managing performance, not hours worked.
• Creating web training for managers.

Employee or Contractor?

California’s Assembly Bill 5, enacted last year, classifies workers as employees or independent contractors based on a three-part test. Independent contractors must be:

• Free from the company’s “control and direction” in their work.
• Engaged in work outside “the usual course of the company’s line of business.”
• Engaged independently doing work that’s similar to what they do for the company.

If any of the conditions is not satisfied, the worker must be considered an employee. Uber and Postmates have challenged the law in court. In March, Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act, expanding unemployment relief to millions who historically could not collect benefits: furloughed, part-time, contract and gig workers. Could this signal new security for nontraditional workers?
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Legislative Staff Week: Welcome

Up to the Task in Challenging Times

BY MARTHA WIGTON

This year is not quite what I envisioned, but I do know one thing: Georgian legislative staff have stepped up to meet the challenge. Every day, my peers and colleagues are innovating, collaborating and practicing resilience. They are stepping into the light on legislative service and the power they provide to their constituents and help run the legislative institution.

Instead, as I write this in mid-April, the General Assembly has suspended sessions indefinitely. My team, along with the many other Georgia staffers, is now working behind the scenes to analyze the economic impact of the COVID-19 crisis in order to recraft the fiscal year 2021 budget, convene webinars and briefings about the impact of the coronavirus on states to convening webinars and videoconference calls to discuss how legislatures continue to get their work done, NCSL is here for you. We’ll get through this, together.

Legislative Staff Week: Focus

FREE SPEECH

Staff Have a Right to Political Expression

But states may limit certain activities.

Legislatures have an interest in ensuring that nonpartisan staff refrain from overt political activities that may diminish their credibility and effectiveness. But staff also have an “inviolate” right to express themselves politically.

This conflict has led to a robust body of case law. Several courts have found that prohibiting public employees from engaging in certain political activities does not violate the First Amendment if the state can show there is a “sufficiently compelling interest” in doing so. Compelling interests include protecting institutional integrity; maintaining efficient operations, discipline and employee morale; and discouraging improper influences, abuses of position and the appearance of bias.

States, however, do not have limitless authority to penalize employees for expressing partisan sentiment. Courts have rejected restrictions they consider overbroad or too vague. Limits on political activity also must not infringe on a staff member’s state constitutional rights, which may extend beyond those established under federal law.

For example, unless an applicable statute or state rules of conduct, some of which may limit partisan political activities, such as signing petitions, voting or participating in politics while at work. In another 23 states, chamber rules, rather than state law, prohibit employees from attempting to influence an issue before the legislature or from using state resources for campaign purposes.

No state restricts the right to vote or register with a party, though four states forbid employees from belonging to groups that advocate for the violent overthrow of the government.

Legislative staff policy manuals should include a description of prohibited political activity. Read those closely when in doubt.

This article is based on the report “Limiting Political Activity for Nonpartisan Staff,” by Nicholas Budzisang, a policy specialist with NCSL’s Center for Ethics in Government.
Legislative Staff Week: Snapshots

**VIRGINIA**

**Steve Pike**
Chief of Police, Division of Capitol Police

What’s your role in the legislature?
My division is responsible for the public safety services to state agencies, state employees and elected officials.

How are you staying resilient during the COVID-19 pandemic?
I feel my resilience pales in comparison to the people battling against this virus, as well as the doctors and nurses on the front lines saving lives. They’re the resilient ones.

What do you find most rewarding about your job?
I have the honor and privilege to meet hundreds of visitors each year at our Capitol. And, I’m responsible for leading the nation’s oldest police force.

When you’re not working, what might we find you doing?
I enjoy photography and visiting the spectacular national parks across the United States.

**NEVADA**

**Megan Comlossy**
Principal Policy Analyst, Research Division, Legislative Counsel Bureau

What’s your role in the legislature?
I assist legislators by researching issues, analyzing policy options and helping to develop legislation.

How are you managing during the pandemic?
It’s important to have “work time” and “family time,” so I can focus my attention on my boys or my work. Keeping in regular communication with colleagues—through phone and video chats and instant messaging—helps maintain as much “business as usual” as possible.

What’s most enjoyable about your job?
In a time when information is more available than ever, I am excited to be working on one of my many Adobe Creative Cloud programs or listening to new (or old) music. I also enjoy many creative writing projects, studying history (and doing 30-minute bike rides in the evening).

When you’re not working, what might we find you doing?
Running, hiking or hanging out at home; going to the beach, playing outside; taking an annual weeklong vacation exploring a part of the globe I’ve never seen.

**GEORGIA**

**Tara Boockholdt**
Budget and Policy Analyst, House Budget and Research Office

What’s your role in the legislature?
I staff several committees and, as nonpartisan staff, answer questions from our representatives related to topics in those committees, such as Medicaid, public health and graduate medical education.

How are you dealing with the pandemic?
The COVID-19 pandemic started two weeks after I gave birth to my second daughter. We would not be surviving without our daily walks, evenings in the backyard, and taking time to cook meals together. We’re trying to look on the bright side and appreciate the family time we’ve been given.

What has been your greatest work challenge?
It can be frustrating to work with legislators. One of my goals was to develop legislation.

What’s your role in your job?
My primary duties are to manage my councilmember’s social media platforms, foster healthy relations with the local press corps, maintain the official website, and help to coordinate and execute related outreach activities. There is a lot of great work to be done at the local level.

How are you staying resilient during the pandemic?
I am intentionally eating very healthily, making time to clear my reading/movie lists (topics include media relations, World War I, comedy and black history) and doing 30-minute bike rides in the evening.

What work are you proud of?
In an outreach capacity, I led our office to adopt the evening.

**WASHINGTON, D.C.**

**Emmanuel Brantley**
Director of Communications, Council of the District of Columbia

What’s your role in the legislature?
I staff legislative committees and provide nonpartisan, objective research for legislators and their staff.

How have you managed during the pandemic?
Our leadership team has structured optional daily all-staff check-ins that provide another opportunity to connect with my colleagues.

Why did you choose to work at the legislature?
I knew while working for the Higher Education Coordinating Commission that I wanted to work more directly with legislators. One of my goals was to learn all facets of policy development; the legislature offered the next step.

When you’re not working, what might we find you doing?
Since the legislature requires such an intense time commitment during session, I’ve really enjoyed taking an annual weekend vacation exploring a part of the globe I’ve never seen.

**OREGON**

**Alethia Miller**
Legislative Analyst, Legislative Policy and Research Office

What’s your role in the legislature?
I am responsible for the Capitol Tours Program, coordination of all facilities and security services, and oversight of the gift shop and information center staff and the dining room vendor.

How have you stayed resilient during the pandemic?
I continue to maintain daily phone conversations with the Capitol building maintenance technicians and security staff. It is imperative to me that these “boots on the ground” staff feel supported and appreciated during the crisis.

Why did you choose to work at the legislature?
Growing up near the birthplace of Harry Truman and visiting his home as a young child made a huge impression on me. Each day when I left school, I could see our Capitol just down the boulevard and I knew that I wanted to work there one day.

What’s most rewarding about your job?
To hear constituents say “thank you,” whether it’s for helping them find information or for steering them through the legislative maze.

**IDAHO**

**Michelle O’Brien**
Special Projects Coordinator, Idaho Legislative Services Office

What’s your role in the legislature?
I am responsible for the Capitol Tours Program, coordination of all facilities and security services, and oversight of the gift shop and information center staff and the dining room vendor.

How have you stayed resilient during the pandemic?
I continue to maintain daily phone conversations with the Capitol building maintenance technicians and security staff. It is imperative to me that these “boots on the ground” staff feel supported and appreciated during the crisis.

Why did you choose to work at the legislature?
Growing up near the birthplace of Harry Truman and visiting his home as a young child made a huge impression on me. Each day when I left school, I could see our Capitol just down the boulevard and I knew that I wanted to work there one day.

What’s most rewarding about your job?
To hear constituents say “thank you,” whether it’s for helping them find information or for steering them through the legislative maze.
Fixing Versus Growth

When we do that, we unlock our own potential. What leadership lessons have you learned from government reactions to the virus? We’ve seen how COVID-19 has devastated other cities and states. As leaders, we had a responsibility to take this pandemic seriously and do everything we could to make sure what happened in those states didn’t happen here. The other key takeaway is that we have to take care of people affected by COVID-19. The only way we’re going to get through this is by working together. It’s why my colleagues and I worked hard to expand unemployment benefits and urged Congress to help small-business owners and self-employed Mainers. As someone who has relied on unemployment in the past and who has gone without health insurance for long periods, I know what it feels like to wonder how you are going to make ends meet in the face of uncertainty. I believe the states that take care of working families and small businesses will be better off in the long run.

What motivated you to run for office? For me it was about labor issues in logging. My young son is the sixth generation. I’m the farthest legislator from Augusta, so I was often much too busy and they didn’t really know where their place is. It’s important for legislators to not forget about them. They’re out there and they matter. I’m living proof of that. It probably would have been a lot more financially beneficial for me to just shut my mouth. But I didn’t want to live like that anymore. Beth Haddock conducted this interview, which has been edited for length and clarity.
Consider NCSL your one-stop resource for the latest information on COVID-19 and its impact on the states. Every day, our experts unpack the pandemic for you in policy areas ranging from education to health care costs and access. *We’re here to help.*

**COVID-19 RESOURCES**

- Webinars
- Virtual Meetings
- Blogs
- Briefs
- Podcasts
- And more

Visit our website at www.ncsl.org/coronavirus